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OVERVIEW

Spacious apartment decorated by a renowned interior
designer and with materials and finishes of the finest
quality, for sale in a new development between Alameda
and Pla del Remei.

This fantastic, brand new apartment is in the heart of Valencia, between the Alameda
and El Pla del Remei: one of the most sought after areas of Valencia, next to the city's
major thoroughfares, the commercial area and the Turia gardens.

With an area of 276 m², this apartment stands out for its comfortable layout, fantastic
views and interior decoration by renowned designer Vicente Navarro. We are
welcomed into the apartment by an ample hallway with a practical cupboard. Directly
opposite is the living-dining room: a pleasant and very bright room thanks to its large
windows that offer incredible views of the Turia gardens, the high ceilings and the
white Italian Carrara marble. The kitchen, on the right, is equipped with Miele
appliances and SieMatic furniture.  There is also a ventilated gallery for the laundry
area and a service bedroom with a private bathroom.

The night area offers 4 fantastic double bedrooms with en-suite bathrooms. The
master bedroom also has a dressing room and large wardrobes with interior lighting.
The floors are Finnish oak and the windows have remote-controlled roller blinds to
darken the rooms at night. 

The property offers wide spaces without columns and has high ceilings thanks to the
constructive detail of this modern building. Every apartment in the Plaza América
development benefits from materials and finishes of the best quality, worthy of any
hotel. Notable features include the underfloor heating, the air conditioning by zones
and the home automation system. Thick walls, soundproofing and the quadruple
glazing all provide sound insulation.

The promotion has an independent alarm system as well as 24-hour security,
surveillance cameras and panic buttons in community areas. There are also parking
spaces available in the basement.

Contact us to visit this wonderful apartment, ready to move into, in the centre of
Valencia.

lucasfox.com/go/val16934

Concierge service, Private garage, Lift,
High ceilings, Marble flooring, Natural light,
Wooden flooring, Underfloor heating,
Air conditioning, Built-in wardrobes,
Domotic system, Double glazing,
Equipped Kitchen, Exterior, New build,
Security, Transport nearby, Views,
Walk-in wardrobe
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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